Replay attacks presents a great risk for Automatic Speaker Verification (ASV) system. In this paper, we propose a novel replay detector based on Variable length Teager Energy OperatorEnergy Separation Algorithm-Instantaneous Frequency Cosine Coefficients (VESA-IFCC) for the ASV spoof 2017 challenge. The key idea here is to exploit the contribution of IF in each subband energy via ESA to capture possible changes in spectral envelope (due to transmission and channel characteristics of replay device) of replayed speech. The IF is computed from narrowband components of speech signal, and DCT is applied in IF to get proposed feature set. We compare the performance of the proposed VESA-IFCC feature set with the features developed for detecting synthetic and voice converted speech. This includes the CQCC, CFCCIF and prosody-based features. On the development set, the proposed VESA-IFCC features when fused at score-level with a variant of CFCCIF and prosodybased features gave the least EER of 0.12 %. On the evaluation set, this combination gave an EER of 18.33 %. However, post-evaluation results of challenge indicate that VESA-IFCC features alone gave the relatively least EER of 14.06 % (i.e., relatively 16.11 % less compared to baseline CQCC) and hence, is a very useful countermeasure to detect replay attacks.
Introduction
Automatic Speaker Verification (ASV) system or voice biometrics deals with verifying the claimed identity of a person from his or her voice with help of machines [1] . However, ASV systems are known to be vulnerable to spoofing attacks. The various spoofing attacks that exist in the literature include, replay [2], impersonation [3] , speech synthesis (SS) [4] , voice conversion (VC) [5] and twins [6] . Replay attack deals with playback of pre-recorded speech and it presents a great risk to ASV system [7] [8] [9] . An impersonation is an approach where an attacker tries to mimic a genuine target speaker [3, 10] . Likewise, twins can also be considered as imitation based on physiological characteristics [6] . The other machine-generated techniques vulnerable to ASV systems include Text-to-Speech (TTS) synthesis (i.e., generating speech for a given text input) [11] and voice conversion (i.e., manipulating a source speech to sound-like the target speaker through a conversion function) [12] [13] [14] .
An attempt to develop countermeasures to discriminate genuine speech from the synthetic and voice-converted speech was made in the ASV spoof 2015 challenge [15] . The challenge was based on developing countermeasures for different SS and VC spoofing techniques. In addition to SS and VC speech, the ASV systems are vulnerable to replayed speech [2] . To develop countermeasures for detecting replayed speech, the AVspoof database has been developed [16] . In addition, recently, the ASV spoof 2017 challenge [17, 18] is organized as a follow up as two special sessions on spoofing and countermeasures for ASV held during INTERSPEECH 2013 [19] and 2015 [15] . The ASV spoof 2017 challenge makes use of the recent text-dependent RedDots corpus [20] , as well as its replayed version [21] . Thus, the ASV spoof 2017 challenge attempts to interlink the research ideas from spoofing and text-dependent ASV communities. As text-dependent ASV system achieves high verification accuracy with short utterances, it is usually deployed for access control applications such as logic access control in various authentication scenarios.
Replay attack does not require the specific expertise of equipment or tools. The vulnerability of SV to replay attack was evaluated in [7] for the first time. Recent studies concluded that False Alarm Rate (FAR) of ASV system increases due to replay attacks [7] [8] [9] . In [22] , a replay attack detector was developed in the context of text-dependent SV system. Thereafter, in [9] , the use of pitch and Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) features were carried to detect cut and paste replayed speech. In [14, 23] , the spectral bitmap approach is used to identify live and recorded speech. The use of various cepstral-based features using AVspoof 2015 database has been carried out in [24, 25] . Likewise in [26] , the use of long-term spectral statistics is done for spoof detection. In this work, we propose a replay detector based on Variable length Teager Energy Operator-Energy Separation Algorithm-Instantaneous Frequency Cosine Coefficients (VESA-IFCC). The novelty of the proposed feature set is to exploit the contribution of IF in each subband energy via ESA to capture possible changes in spectral envelope due to transmission and channel characteristics of replay device of replayed speech. The IF is computed from narrowband components of the speech signal, and Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is applied on deviations in IF which are referred to as Instantaneous Frequency Cosine Coefficients (IFCCs). We compare the performance of proposed VESA-IFCC features with baseline Constant Q Cepstral Coefficients (CQCC) and other features recently proposed for SS and VC spoofs such as Cochlear Filter Cepstral Coefficients and Instantaneous Frequency (CFCCIF) and prosody-based features. and x(n + 1), respectively. In VTEO algorithm, the number of samples incorporated in energy estimation can be varied up to i past and i future samples, i.e., x(n − i) and x(n + i), instead of only two adjacent samples [28] . VTEO gives flexibility to select these samples to estimate the running estimate of energy required to generate the signal [29] . VTEO gives us a good measure of the energy of the oscillating signal when the sampling rate of the signal is greater than 8i times the frequency of oscillation of the signal [28] . VTEO brings out hidden dependencies and dynamics of the signal [28] . For discrete-time signal, x[n] = Acos(ωn + φ), its VTEO is given as Eq. (1):
2 is instantaneous estimate of signals energy multiplied by i 2 and referred as VTEO for the dependency index (DI), i, which is expected to give running estimate of signal's energy [29, 30] . To estimate the individual contribution of amplitude a[n] and frequency ω[n] of signal, Maragos et.al [31] , [32] developed an Energy Separation Algorithm (ESA) that uses nonlinear energy operator (i.e., in TEO framework) to track the instantaneous energy of the source generating the AM-FM signal and separate it into its amplitude and frequency components. The ESA was developed to demodulate a speech signal into amplitude envelope (AE) and IF. According to Kaiser, energy in a speech is a function of both amplitude and frequency [33] . However, ESA is applied to single speech resonance, while the speech signal itself is multi-component, being the sum of several resonances. Hence, there is a need to isolate resonances by bandpass filtering. In this paper, we propose to exploit VTEO to track the modulation energy and estimate the instantaneous amplitude and frequency of AM-FM signal and refer to it as VESA. The IF ω[n] and AE a[n] at any time the instant of the AM-FM modulated signal x[n] is given by:
Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) reduces to original ESA algorithm when DI=1, for ΨDI {x(n)} = T EO(x(n)). The frequency estimation part assumes that 0
because the computer implementation of arcsin(u) function assumes that |u| < π 2 . Thus, discrete ESA can be used to estimate IF < 1/4 of sampling frequency of signal [31] . The IF is modeled as the superposition of slow and fast-varying components. The slowvarying component models the average formant frequency values and the fast-varying component models frequency variations around the formant frequency. Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of proposed VESA-IFCC feature set. Here, the input speech signal is first split into N frequency subband signals. The ESA is applied using VTEO with various dependency index (DI) (i = 1 to 10) onto each N bandpass (subband) filtered signals to obtain corresponding AEs and IFs. Furthermore, we have discarded the AE and taken only IF and computed for each of the narrowband components in order to emphasize the spectral envelope of genuine vs. replayed speech. The IF are segmented into overlapping short (segmental) frames of 20 ms duration, shifted by 10 ms, and the temporal average is computed to obtain N-dimensional IFCs for every frame. The redundancy among IFCs is exploited to obtain a low-dimensional representation by employing DCT that has energy compaction property and thus, retaining first few DCT coefficients that are referred to as Instantaneous Frequency Cosine Coefficients (IFCC). The IFCC along with their delta and double delta features were also appended resulting in higherdimensional feature set denoted as VESA-IFCC. Algorithm 1 shows the procedure for extracting VESA-IFCC features.
Proposed VESA-IFCC Feature Set

Spectrographic Analysis
The Butterworth filter provides a maximally flat response (i.e., the first 2n − 1 derivatives for the power spectrum w.r.t. frequency are zero and hence, has no ripples) in the passband. Butterworth filter has a nonlinear phase that can be approximated as linear over smaller frequency regions. Butterworth filterbank is used with filters placed according to linear scale. In earlier studies [34] , linearly spaced equi-bandwidth filters are more suitable for IF computation than Mel-spaced varying bandwidth filters. In case of Mel filterbank, the bandwidth increases at high frequencies, making the computation of IF less reliable and hence, we have used linear frequency scale [35] . For a given 16 kHz sampling frequency, we have an available bandwidth of 7800 Hz that is divided into 40 equi-spaced fre- 2(a) shows the time-domain speech signal and its corresponding spectrogram is shown in Fig. 2(b) whereas the spectrogram obtained after 40 subbands Butterworth filtered signals is shown in Fig. 2(c) . It can be observed that the lower frequency regions corresponding to lower spectral amplitude (for the lower vocal tract resonances, also referred to as formants) are emphasized more in spectrogram obtained after Butterworth filtered signals for genuine and replayed speech whereas lower frequency regions are absent in the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) spectrogram. It can be observed that spectral energy is reduced significantly in higher frequency regions (especially 5-8 kHz) and overall spectral smearing/blunting of spectral resolution (possibly due to convolution of impulse response due to transmission loss and characterization of replay device indicating microphone, speaker and recording environment [37] ) for replayed speech. Perform narrowband filtering of x(n) through i th filter; xi(n).
5:
Compute VTEO from xi(n) as in Eq. (1) 6: Compute ESA and extract IF ωi(n) as in Eq. (3). 7 : end for 8: Segment ωi(n), i = 1, 2.....N into short-time frames of duration as 20 ms, shifted by 10 ms. 9: Average IF for each frame to obtain N -dimensional IFCs. 10: Apply DCT on VESA-IFCs and retain first few coefficients to get VESA-IFCCs. 11: Append VESA-IFCCs with their first and second-order derivatives.
Experimental Setup
Following state-of-the-art feature sets that were explored for the detection of SS and VC spoof are used here for detection of replayed speech. Constant Q Cepstral Coefficients (CQCC): CQCC features are extracted with the constant Q transform (CQT) that employs a variable time-frequency resolution [37] . The CQCC features are extracted with Fmax = FNY Q, where FNY Q is the Nyquist frequency of 8 kHz. The minimum frequency is set to Fmin = Fmax/2 9 ≈ 15Hz. The number of bins per octave B is set to 96. Features extracted with 30 DCT static coefficients (with log-energy), resulting in total 90-D feature vector [38] .
Cochlear Filter Cepstral Coefficients and Instantaneous Frequency (CFCCIF):
The CFCCIF features were used by the authors in the first ASVspoof 2015 challenge that makes use of envelope of the output of each cochlear filter and its IF for spoof detection [39, 42] . For the present task of replay detection both natural and replay speech is from the human speaker, hence, the derivative operation is eliminated from original CFCCIF method. The CFCCIF features are estimated with 40 filterbanks and using a frameshift of 25 ms and 50 % overlap. Features extracted with 12 DCT static coefficients (without log-energy) resulting in the 36-D feature vector.
Prosody Features:
This includes the use of F0 contour and strength of excitation (SoE) estimated at the glottal closure instants (GCIs) in the voiced regions. In addition, F0 and of SoE is estimated from the speech signal through zero frequency (ZF) filtering method [40] . In [41] the dynamics of exploring F0 contour and SoE's as source-based features were used for spoof detection. For the present problem, dynamic variations up to the 5 th order are used as an 18-D feature vector.
ASV Spoof 2017 Database and Model Training
The challenge is based on the recent text-dependent RedDots corpus and its replayed version [20, 21] . The former serving as a source of genuine recordings and the latter as a source of replay spoof recordings. The details of the database are given in [17] . We have used Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) with 512 mixtures for modeling the two class classifier in which the classes correspond to genuine and replayed utterances. Final scores are represented in terms of Log-Likelihood Ratio (LLR). The decision of the test speech being genuine or replay is based on the LLR. To obtain the complementary information of CQCC, CFCCIF, Prosody, MFCC and VESA-IFCC features, we use their score-level fusion as in our other studies [41, 42] . The performance is measured by computing the Equal Error Rate (EER) as in [17] . Table 1 shows the % EER for various DI's in VTEO. It was observed from Table 1 that for DI=9 classification between genuine and replayed speech performs relatively better than other DI's. Thus, the performance of replay detector is optimized w.r.t DI (as in our earlier work [29] ). The proposed VESA-IFCC are estimated with 40 filters in filterbank with a framesize of 20 ms, shifted of 10 ms and 40 coefficients (with log-energy), which are appended by their first and second-order derivatives, resulting in 120 -D feature vector. From Table 2 , it is observed that the performance of proposed feature set when extracted with 40 number of coefficients gives relatively least EER as compared to the different dimension of feature vector. 
Experimental Results
Selection of Dependency Index and Feature Dimension
Results on ASV spoof 2017 Database
The results of the development and evaluation set for the individual performance of CQCC (baseline system), CFCCIF, prosody and VESA-IFCC features are shown in Table 3 . It is observed that on development set, the baseline system, i.e., CQCC gave 11.06 % EER. The prosody-based features gave an individual EER of 29.40 % and CFCCIF alone gave 6.08 %. The proposed VESA-IFCC features gave the relatively best individual performance of 4.61 %. On the development set, it is observed that the relatively best performing system is VESA-IFCC + CFCCIF + prosody with a score-level fusion factor with weight of 0.69, 0.23, 0.03, respectively, giving the best EER of 0.127 %. This same fusion factor is used for the evaluation set and we obtained EER of 18.33 %, which was our primary submission for the ASV spoof 2017 challenge. Table 3 ) is shown in Fig. 3 . It is observed that with the fusion of the CFC-CIF, prosody features, the performance of the VESA-IFCC features improves to 0.127 as compared to its original EER of 4.61 %. Two baseline results for CQCC, namely, EER of 30.17 % Figure 3 : The individual DET curves for VESA-IFCC, CFCCIF, prosody and the best fusion factor on the development set.
(trained data) and 24.65 % (train+development data, i.e., pooled data) are provided in the ASV spoof 2017 challenge overview paper [18] . Table 4 shows the results using the pooled dataset. For the VESA-IFCC+CFCCIF+Prosody combination, the EER obtained using pooled data is 23.68 %, which degrades as compared to the EER obtained without pooling. Interestingly, the use of pooled data for VESA-IFCC results in better performance on development set with decrease in EER from 4.61 % to 3.42 %. However, for evaluation set it increases from 14.06 % to 15.50 % indicating further challenge and scope for this task. 
Summary and Conclusions
In this study, we proposed novel VESA-IFCC features to capture characteristics of natural vs. replayed speech. Proposed feature set exploit contribution of individual IFs in each subband energies via proposed VTEO-based ESA algorithm. Spectrographic analysis demonstrated effectiveness of proposed approach to discriminate replayed speech from natural speech w.r.t difference in spectral energy density (in high frequency regions) and spectral smearing due to replay device. For ASV spoof 2017 challenge task, proposed feature set performed relatively better than baseline CQCC and recently proposed CFC-CIF. Moreover, our post evaluation results indicated the superior performance of VESA-IFCC than CFCCIF and CQCC. Our future work will be directed towards exploring other filterbank, number of subbands, etc in proposed features. [2] F. Alegre, A. Janicki, and N. Evans, "Re-assessing the threat of replay spoofing attacks against automatic speaker verification," in IEEE International Conference of the Biometrics Special Interest Group (BIOSIG), 2014, pp. 1-6. [4] H. Zen, K. Tokuda, and A. W. Black, "Statistical parametric
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